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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

Comparison of the Vein Organizing Genes abrupt and knirps 

in the Drosophila wing 

 

by 

Nina Hanh Nguyen 

Master of Science in Biology 

University of California, San Diego, 2008 

Professor Ethan Bier, Chair 

 

 This work focused on the formation of the two lateral veins, L2 and L5, formed in 

similar positions in the posterior and anterior compartments respectively. The position of 

both veins is determined by the long range morphogen, Dpp. However, each of these 

veins is formed via a different genetic program that is activated by a specific vein 

organizing gene: knirps (kni) for L2, and abrupt (ab) for L5. In this study, kni are ab were 

used to answer an intriguing question: if an ectopic vein organizing gene replaces the 

correct organizing gene in a vein primordium, how will it affect vein establishment and 

the genetic program in that location? To address this question, I introduced L2 organizing 

gene, knirps (kni), or L5 organizing gene, abrupt (ab), into L2 primordium of ri
1
 mutants, 

in which L2 vein is missing due to lack of expression of its organizing genes knirps (kni) 



 

ix 

and knirps-related (knrl). This allowed me to compare the ability of kni and ab to rescue 

L2 vein in ri
1
 flies.  

 This was achieved by generating E-kni and E-ab constructs that contain coding 

region of either kni or ab cloned after L2 enhancer in pHStinger vector. Both constructs 

were efficient in expressing target gene (kni or ab) in L2 cells of ri
1
 flies. As it was 

expected, introduced gene kni was capable to activate L2-specific genetic program and 

rescue L2 vein in ri
1 

wing. On the other hand, ectopic expression of ab in ri
1
 L2 

primordium led to disrupted wing phenotypes, in which L2 and L5 vein were erased. It 

was noticed that the expression of ectopic ab driven by E-ab construct was much stronger 

than the endogenous level, which resulted stronger and wider expression of key 

promoting gene rho in L2 and L5 primordial. This could be one of the reasons why L2 

and L5 veins were not formed. In addition, ectopic ab was capable to activate only part of 

L5-specific genetic program that resembled L2 program in principle such as induction of 

vein marker rhomboid (rho) and repression of intervein gene blister (bs). ab did not 

trigger part of L5 program that is completely new to L2 primordial cells such as 

expression of Delta (Dl).  



 

1 

Introduction 

 

  

Wing veins hold an aerodynamic importance in many insects including the model 

organism Drosophila melanogaster. They act as rigid supports in the wing and determine 

the positions along which the wing folds as it moves through the air during a wing beat 

(Brodsky, 1994).  As they are the only channels of living cells in the wing, sensory 

organs form along them to coordinate wing beat motions (Dickinson, 1990). Variations in 

the spacing and number of veins in different insects are believed to be highly selected and 

represent part of insect evolution (Gulan and Cranston, 1994). As such, wing vein 

development is of great interest to scientists.  

Additionally, analysis of wing vein formation in Drosophila melanogaster has 

provided important insights for one of the significant questions in developmental biology: 

the relationship between patterning and morphogenesis. Five major longitudinal veins, L1 

to L5, are distinguishable morphological structures based on several criteria including: 

the expression of specific combinations of vein promoting genes during development; 

whether they are dorsally or ventrally located; and the association of sensory organs 

(reviewed by Garcia-Bellido and de Celis, 1992). These veins are formed invariantly at 

boundaries along the anterior-posterior (A/P) axis of the adult wing in response to 

positional information established by morphogen concentration gradients and expression 

of vein organizing genes (Sturtervant and Bier 1995; Sturtervant et al. 1997; Biehs et all. 

1998). 
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Development of Drosophila wing veins can be divided into two stages: initiation 

and differentiation (reviewed by Bier, 2000; Blair, 2007). Vein initiation begins in the 

wing imaginal disc during the mid-third larval instar. During this stage, A/P patterning in 

the wing disc is instigated when engrailed (en), a homeobox –containing transcription 

factor, is expressed in the posterior portion of the disc (Lawrence et al, 1996). Engrailed 

induces “for-export-only” signaling pathway: it activates expression of the hedgehog (hh) 

gene, which encodes a short-range morphogen, in cells expressing engrailed while 

inhibiting these cells to respond to Hh signaling (Morata et al, 1975). Consequently, only 

a narrow stripe of adjacent anterior compartment cells, known as “central organizer 

cells”, are responsive to Hh and and start to express a variety of genes. They include 

decapentaplegic (dpp), which encodes a long-range morphogen; patched, which encodes 

a component of the Hh receptor; vein, which encodes an EGF-related ligand (Schnepp et 

al, 1996; Simcox et al, 1996), and knot, which encodes a transcription factor (Vervoot et 

al, 1999; Mohler et al, 2000). These genes govern the formation of discrete A/P sectors of 

the wing discs. Vein-specific genetic programs are initiated at the boundaries of these 

sectors to form vein primordiums (Biehs et al, 1998).  For instance, L3 and L4 

primordiums are formed along the anterior and posterior borders respectively of the 

central organizer cells expressing patched (Philips et al, 1990).  

One of Hh target genes that have been studied in details is the Bone 

Morphogenetic Protein (BMP)-related ligand Dpp. During initiation stage, Dpp diffuses 

from the central organizer cells in both posterior and anterior directions to control the 

expression of Dpp target genes in a threshold-dependent fashion (Nellen et al., 1996). 
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Relatively high level of Dpp signaling in the wing disc activate the expression of the 

related and functionally overlapping spalt-major (salm) and spalt-related (salr) genes 

(together referred to as sal) in a broad central domain (Kuhnlein et al., 1994; Barrio et al., 

1996).  Previous studies from our lab and others have shown that sal expressing cells use 

for-export-only form of signaling to induce anterior narrow stripe of their adjacent, sal 

non-expressing cells to become L2 primordium. They achieve this by producing short 

range signal X, which triggers the expression of knirps (kni) and knirps-related (knrl) 

genes along the anterior border of the sal domain. (Lunde et al.,1998). 

  kni and knrl genes are one of the main foci in my research project. They encode 

functionally related zinc finger transcription factors that are required for proper  

development of L2 primordium (Lunde et al., 1998). They functions as L2 organizing 

genes since they orchestrate the expression of a selective subset of vein-promoting genes 

in the L2 primordium.  Kni and knrl activate expression of key vein gene rhomboid (rho) 

and repress expression of the intervein gene blistered (bs) (Montagne et al., 1996; Lunde 

et al., 1998). 

The other central point in my study involves L5 organizing gene, abrupt (ab).  It 

encodes a zinc finger transcription factor containing a BTB/POZ domain and is vital for 

the development of L5 primordium (Hu et al., 1995; Cook et al., 2004). ab functions in 

L5 primordium are analogous to those of kni and knrl in L2 vein: it directs L5-specific 

genetic programs by activating vein genes such as rho, caup, ara, argos (aos), and Dl 

while repressing the expression of intervein genes bs and net (Bieh et al., 1998; 

Sturtevant and Bier, 1995). Similar to kni and knrl, ab expression in the posterior 

compartment of the wing disc is positioned by Dpp gradient (Sturtevant et al., 1997). 
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Moderate levels of Dpp in the wing disc are required to induce the expression of another 

target gene optomoter-blind (omb). As a result, omb expresses in a domain that is wider 

than the sal domain (Cook et al., 2004). In addition, Dpp signaling represses expression 

of the gene brinker (brk) in the central region of the wing disc. Consequently, brk 

expresses only in the anterior and posterior lateral domains of the wing disc, in a pattern 

that is complementary to that of omb (Cook et al., 2004). L5 vein is formed along the 

border between omb and brk domains, within the omb expressing cells.  Genetic 

experiments suggested that cells expressing brk produce a short- range vein inductive 

signal, Y, which only acts in neighboring omb-expressing cells to turn on expression of 

ab and lead to development of L5 primordium along the boundaries between the two 

domains (Cook et al., 2004).  

 Research studies have shown that localized activations of vein organizing genes 

such as kni/knrl and ab are crucial for the translation of patterning signals into 

morphogenesis of vein primordiums in Drosophila wing disc. Ubiquitous misexpression 

of either gene results in elimination of vein pattern in the disc (Lunde et al., 1998; Cook 

et al., 2004). Some interesting questions then include whether the additional expression 

of an ectopic organizing gene interferes with the expression and activities of the 

endogenous organizing gene.  Will the replacement of this endogenous gene by another 

organizing gene still induce the formation of wing vein in that location? Will the new 

gene assume the role of the replaced one and turn on the vein-specific genetic program, 

or will it activate its characteristic agenda? The findings summarized in previous 

paragraphs suggest the resemblance in expression pattern and organizing activities of 
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kni/knrl and ab and nominate them as suitable vein organizing genes for my research to 

answer these intriguing questions.  

 In order to compare vein organizing activities of kni and ab, I used ri
1
 mutant flies 

in which L2 vein is not formed due to a regulatory mutation in the L2 enhancer of kni. 

These mutants harbor a 252 base pairs deletion in the L2 enhancer element of the kni 

locus that leads to tremendous reduction (near elimination) of kni/knrl expression in L2 

primordium and truncated L2 vein in adult wings (Lunde et al., 1998). To answer the 

questions above, I tried to rescue the L2 vein phenotype by introducing the either the 

original L2 organizer gene, kni, or the L5 organizing gene, ab, into ri
1
 mutant and to 

compare the ability of these genes to rescue L2. 
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Results 

 

 

Generating constructs for target gene expression in L2 primordiums 

To study the activities of vein organizing genes and vein-specific genetic 

programs in Drosophila wing development, I conducted my experiments with L2 

organizing gene, kni and L5 organizing gene, ab as they are in charge of similar yet 

distinct mechanisms for inducing the L2 and L5 vein (Cook et al., 2004). I generated 

constructs that drive expression of each of the two target genes in cells corresponding to 

L2 primordium in the wing imaginal disc of ri
1
 mutant flies. This was achieved by using 

existing pHStinger construct (Barolo et al., 2000) (labeled as E-GFP) that were 

previously made in my lab, which already had the functional 4.8 kb region of L2 

enhancer element of the kni locus (referred to as E) cloned upstream of  GFP reporter 

gene. Transgenic flies that contained E-GFP construct showed significant GFP 

expression in L2 position of their wing disc, similar to the expression pattern of kni. This 

indicated the efficiency of the construct (Figure 2).  

In this project, as described in Materials and Methods, purified coding region of 

kni or ab are fused to L2 enhancer (referred to as E) and replace GFP reporter gene 

within the pHStinger vector. The direct fusion method was used in this study since the 

conventional GAL4/UAS modular expression system showed technical problems. In the 

study conducted by Dr. Lunde and colleagues in my lab in 1998, they have generated (E) 

L2 enhancer-GAL4>UAS-kni; ri
1
 fly line and observed the rescue of L2 vein in these 

flies (Fig. 1C). However, they were not able to detect gene expression profile in L2 
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primordium in these wing discs (Lunde et al., unpublished data). Moreover, flies with the 

combination of (E) L2 enhancer-GAL4>UAS-GFP did not show any GFP expression in 

L2 cells of their wing discs.  

By using the direct fusion method, I have created 2 constructs labeled as E-kni 

and E-ab. Each of them was injected into wild type D. melanogaster embryos to generate 

stable transformant lines. Selected lines were employed in further experiments to activate 

target gene expression in L2 primordium of ri
1
 mutants. Wing morphological features of 

these transformant flies as well as their gene expression patterns during larval stages were 

then examined.  

 

E-kni construct is functional for the rescue of L2 vein in ri
1
 mutants 

Injection of E-kni construct into wild type D. melanogaster embryos yielded four 

transformant lines labeled as E-kni5, E-kni8, E-kni27, and E-kni40. They were subjected 

to mapping crossings, and showed that two lines (E-kni5 and E-kni40) had the kni 

transgene inserted into the 2
nd

 chromosome, one line (E-kni8) had the insertion in X 

chromosome, and one line (E-kni27) had the insertion in the 3
rd

 chromosome. In all of 

these lines, the additional expression of kni driven by the construct resulted in a slightly 

wavy L2 vein, and a thickened L5 vein with extra vein patches attached to it (compare 

Fig. 1C and Fig. 3). Other than these two changes, L2 vein retained its typical ventral 

location, and the whole wing was intact. 

 Two lines E-kni5 and E-kni40 were subsequently used in crossing schemes that I 

set up to express kni in kni/knrl-knockout background of ri
1
 mutants. Transformant flies 

emerged from these crosses were named E-kni5; ri
1
/ ri

1
 and E-kni40; ri

1
/ ri

1
.  Amazingly, 
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they all showed completely restored L2 veins with correct phenotype and retained 

characteristic features described in the wings of E-kni5 and E-kni40 (Fig. 4).   

 

Gene expression profiles in the wing disc of flies carrying E-kni construct  

 After the balanced stocks of transgenic flies carrying designed constructs were 

attained, their third-instar larval wing imaginal discs were subjected to 

immunohistochemical staining using the antibodies against Kni, Ab, vein marker Delta 

(Dl), and intervein gene Blister (Bs) proteins. In situ hybridization for expression of 

another vein marker, rhomboid (rho), was also performed to whole-mount larval wing 

discs. Staining results of E-kni40; ri
1
/ ri

1
 flies, in addition to the restoration of L2 veins 

observed in their wings, provided solid evidence to confirm that E-kni construct was able 

to introduce kni in the L2 primordium of ri
1 

mutants. Both E-kni40 and E-kni40; ri
1
/ ri

1 

flies exhibited slightly stronger and broader expression of kni in L2 primordium 

compared to the pattern observed in wild type wing imaginal discs (Fig. 6N, Fig. 8K, Fig. 

8O). In addition, kni was also expressed in cells corresponding to the margin at L2 

location. Furthermore, these flies also exhibited additional kni activation in the extreme 

posterior area of their wing discs due to the expression of the 4.8 kb region of L2 

enhancer here (Lunde et al., 2002).  

It was noticed that the marginally elevated level of kni in L2 primordial of flies 

carrying E-kni construct did not interfere with kni function in directing L2-specific 

genetic program.  First, introduced kni was able to mediate activation of vein gene, rho, 

in L2 cells of E-kni40 and E-kni40; ri
1
/ ri

1
 (Fig. 10C, Fig. 10D).  In wild type flies, rho is 

expressed in all vein primordial and promotes vein formation throughout wing 
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development (Sturtevant et al., 1993; Noll et al., 1994; Bier, 1998). In addition, rho 

expression is weakest in L2 primordium, while it is strongest (also in widest stripe) in L5 

primordium. In the case of ri
1
 mutants, the expression of rho in L2 cells was diminished 

due to the significant reduction of kni (Lunde et al., 1998). In this study, thanks to the 

organizing activity of kni, expression of rho in L2 primordium of ri
1
 mutant background 

is brought back in an unconventional stronger and broader pattern. Secondly, kni did not 

turn on L2 expression of vein marker Delta (Dl), which is normally expressed in L1 and 

L3-L5 (Sturtevant and Bier, 1995; Bieh et al., 1998) (Fig. 6L).  Third, as it was expected, 

reintroduction of kni in E-kni40; ri
1
/ ri

1
 flies lead to the repression of intervein gene bs 

(also known as DSRF) in L2 primordium; this repression was lost in ri
1
 mutants (Lunde 

et al., 1998) (Fig 8). Lastly, several lines of evidence showed that additional expression 

of kni in posterior region of the wing disc did not affect the regular expression of ab in L5 

primordium (Fig. 6N, Fig.8L, and Fig. 8P). 

  

Ectopic expression of ab in L2 primordium disrupted the wing vein 

 With the confidence in the functionality and efficiency of the designed construct, 

I injected E-ab construct into wild type D. melanogaster embryos and obtained 3 

transformant lines: E-ab5, E-ab19, and E-ab20. All these lines were weaker than wild 

type and transgenic flies carrying E-kni construct. Moreover, their homozygotes were 

lethal. In addition, their wings were significantly disrupted with a range of severity: 

deformation was most intense in E-ab5, less in E-ab20, and it was the least in E-ab19 

(Fig. 5).  However, the disruption pattern was alike in these flies: only L3 and L4 veins 

were noticeable, while L2 and L5 disappeared or critically fragmented. A small notched 
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was also detected on the wing margin at the tip of L2; its size corresponded to the 

severity of disruption. 

 Subsequently, mapping crossings with these three lines revealed that E-ab20 had 

the ab transgene inserted into the 2
nd

 chromosome; meanwhile E-ab5 and Eab19 had the 

insertion in the 3
rd

 chromosome. E-ab20 flies were combined with  kni/knrl-knockout 

background of ri
1
 mutants. The resulted progenies of this scheme was named E-ab20; ri

1
. 

These flies also had reduced strength and survival rate. More importantly, they had the 

same wing deformation described previously in E-ab lines (Fig. 5D) Overall result 

indicated that ab  was not capable to induce L2 vein in ri
1
 mutants; moreover, it disrupted 

the formation of the existing L2.  

 

Gene expression profiles in the wing disc of flies carrying E-ab construct 

 With much curiosity to find out the reason why E-ab constructs lead to wing 

deformation and was unable to rescue L2 vein, I performed immunohistochemical 

staining using the antibodies against Kni, Ab, Dl, and Bs proteins as well as in situ 

hybridization for expression of rho to their whole-mount larval wing discs. Results from 

staining using antibody against ab in the wing discs of E-ab5, E-ab19, E-ab20, and E-

ab20;ri
1
 showed an intense expression of ab in L2 primordium Furthermore, ab 

expression was also seen in cells that will form the wing margin corresponding to L2 

location. Staining result also showed broader expression of ab in the posterior region of 

the wing disc due to the activity of L2 enhancer region here. Interestingly, in L2 

primordia of E-ab5, E-ab19, and E-ab20, the expression of endogenous kni was not 
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affected by the ectopic ab: its expression level was equivalent to the level in wild type 

(Fig 7, and Fig. 9).  

 In this study, one of the most important questions was about the ability of ectopic 

organizing gene ab to activate vein genetic program at L2 primordium of ri
1
 mutants. 

Will it turn on the L2 specific or L5 specific agenda? To find the answers for these 

intriguing questions, I first performed in situ hybridization for the expression of global 

vein gene rho, which is normally turned on at all vein primordial (Sturtevant et al., 1993). 

I observed that even though ab was incapable of inducing L2 vein in E-ab20;ri
1
  it was 

able to drive strong expressions of rho in  two broad stripes of cells corresponding to L2 

and L5 primordia. This pattern of rho expression was also noticed in E-ab5, E-ab19, and 

E-ab20 (Fig. 10). This result was surprising since in wild type wing discs, rho is 

expressed at a lowest level in L2. In addition, rho is normally induced in smaller rows of 

cells at both L2 and L5 primordial (Fig. 10A).  Secondly, ectopic ab also exerted it 

inhibitory effect on the expression of intervein gene bs at L2 primordium. This repression 

of bs at L2 location was more intense than the repression induced by kni; instead, it 

resembled ab characteristic effect at L5 primordium (Fig. 9). Lastly, not only ab failed to 

induce the novel expression of vein gene Dl at L2 primordium but its extended 

expression into the margin disrupted expression of Dl here (Fig. 7C). 

These results suggested that when L5 organizing gene, ab was expressed 

ectopically in cells corresponding to L2 primordium of ri
1
 mutants, where the 

endogenous organizing gene kni was missing, ab was able to activate part of L5 specific 

genetic program. It accomplished induction of a broader rho expression pattern and a 

powerful downregulation of bs. Even though these activities are also normally carried out 
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by kni, the intensity of kni induction is not as great. On the other hand, ab was unable to 

trigger expression of vein gene Dl, which is known to express at all vein primordia except 

L2. This result indicated that ab could not activate other parts of L5 specific program that 

is completely new to cells in L2 primordium. In order to confirm this hypothesis, 

examination of expressions of other vein genes such as caupolican (caup), araucan (ara), 

achete (ac), and scute (sc), which are excluded from L2 primordium, are required. 
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 Figure 1. Introduction of L2 organizing gene, kni, in ri
1 
mutants rescued L2 vein. 

            (A) An adult wild-type wing. (B) An adult ri
1
 homozygote wing.  

            (C) E-UAS>GAL4-kni; ri
1
 fly wing 

 

 

 

 

     
 

 

Figure 2. E-GFP construct mediated GFP expression in L2 primordium similar to   

kni expression pattern  
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Figure 3. Wing phenotypes of flies having extra dosage of kni induced by E-kni 

construct in L2 primordium and posterior region of wing imaginal disc. All have normal 

L2 vein and thickened L5 vein with extra vein patches attached to it. (A) E-kni5 fly wing. 

(B) E-kni8 fly wing. (C) E-kni27 fly wing (D) E-kni40 fly wing.

A 

B 

C 

D 
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Figure 4. Restoration of L2 vein in ri
1
 mutant flies as a result of E-kni construct-

mediated expression of kni in L2 primordium. L2 vein was rescued completely, 

and L5 vein had extra patches. (A) E-kni5; ri
1
/ri

1
 wing. (B) E-kni40; ri

1
/ri

1
 wing. 

A 

B 
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Figure 5. Ectopic expression of L5 organizing gene, ab, in L2 primordium of 

wild type flies (A,B,C) or in L2 primordium of ri
1
 mutants (D) resulted in 

disrupted wing phenotypes.  Wing disruption ranged from the least severe in E-

ab19 (A) to the intermediate in E-ab20 and E-ab20; ri
1
/ri

1 
(C and D) and to the 

most in E-ab5 (B) 

 

A 
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Figure 6. Immunohistochemcical staining using antibodies against Kni, Ab, and 

Dl proteins in wild type wing imaginal disc (A,B,C), ri
1
 wing disc (D,E,F), and E-

kni40; ri
1
/ri

1
 wing disc (G,H,I).  Third instar wing imaginal discs trippled labeled 

for Kni protein (blue), Ab protein (green), and Dl protein (red) are shown in the 

first column (A,D,G).  Dl channel alone in corresponding disc is shown in the 

second column (B,E,H) Kni channel alone in the corresponding disc is shown in 

the third column (C,F,I) E-kni40;ri
1
/ri

1
 wing disc showed strong expression of kni 

in cells corresponding to L2 primordium (N).  
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D E F 
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N 
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L2 
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Figure 7. Strong expression of ab in wild type L2 primordium did not interfere 

with   expression of endogenous kni and did not activate the novel expression of 

Dl here. Third in star wing imaginal disc of E-ab20 line was triple labeled for Kni 

protein (red), Ab protein (green), and Dl protein (blue). ab and kni were co-

expressed by cells corresponding to L2 primordium. Expression of ab was also 

seen in cells corresponding to the margin at L2 location and disrupted the 

expression of Dl here (arrow).  
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Figure 8. Immunohistochemcical staining using antibodies against Kni, Ab, and 

Bs proteins in wild type wing imaginal disc (A,B,C), ri
1
 wing disc (D,E,F), E-

kni40 (G,H,I), and  E-kni40; ri
1
/ri

1
 wing disc (J,K,L).  Third instar wing imaginal 

discs are trippled labeled for Kni protein (blue), Ab protein (green), and Dl 

protein (red).  
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Figure 9. Immunohistochemcical staining using antibodies against Kni, Ab, and 

Bs proteins in wild type wing imaginal disc (A,B,C), E-ab19 wing disc (D,E,F), 

E-ab20 (G,H,I), and E-ab20; ri
1
/ri

1
 wing disc (J,K,L).  Third instar wing imaginal 

discs are trippled labeled for Kni protein (blue), Ab protein (green), and Dl 

protein (red).  
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Figure 10.  In situ hydribidization for rho expression in third instar wing imaginal 

discs. Introduced organizing gene (kni or ab) activated rho to be expressed 

intensely in unconventionally broader stripes of cells corresponding to L2 

primordium and L5 primordium. 
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Discussion 

 

 

 

Drosophila melanogaster, usually known as the common fruit fly, is a helpful 

model organism for various biology studies including genetics, physiology, and 

evolution. For my particular interest, this fruit fly is significantly important since its 

venation has provided a potential paradigm for understanding one of the big questions of 

developmental biology: the relationship between patterning and morphogenesis. In 

Drosophila wing vein development, positional information initiated by morphogen 

concentration gradient (e.g. Hh and Dpp) is connected to the activation of a vein 

differentiation program in a narrow stripe of cells in the wing imaginal disc under the 

control of vein organizing gene (reviewed by Blair, 2007). In my endeavor to study the 

events underlying initiation of vein formation, I compared activities of vein organizing 

genes and asked the following questions: will the presence of an ectopic vein organizing 

gene interfere with the functions of the endogenous one? If the ectopic organizing gene 

replaces the correct one, how will it affect vein establishment and the genetic program in 

that location? 

 In this study, I selected L2 organizing genes, knirps (kni) and knirps-related 

(knrl), and L5 organizing gene, abrupt (ab), as the target genes. L2 and L5 veins are 

formed at similar lateral positions within the anterior and posterior compartments of the 

wing, respectively. They are both positioned by BMP signaling from Dpp produced just 

anterior to the A/P compartment (reviewed by Bier, 2000 and reviewed by Blair, 2007). 

Induction of their formation is mediated by vein organizing gene (kni/knrl or ab) that 
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regulates vein and intervein gene expression in the vein primordial. Despite their 

similarities in formation principles, these two veins have distinguished morphology. L2 

vein is located primarily on the ventral surface while L5 vein is located primarily on the 

dorsal surface of the wing. This finding indicated that kni/knrl and ab conduct two vein 

developmental programs that share some general properties but also hold different 

characteristics to define L2 versus L5 vein identity. As such, I find the answers for my 

questions by introducing either the original L2 organizer gene, kni, or the L5 organizing 

gene, ab, into L2 primordium of ri
1
 mutant, where kni/knrl expression is missing, and 

compare the ability of these genes to rescue L2.  

 The universal step that kni/knrl and ab have to abide by for vein induction is that 

they need to activate expression of the key vein-promoting gene rhomboid (rho) and 

repress the expression of intervein gene blister (bs) in the vein primordium (reviewed by 

Bier, 2000). rho is expressed in all vein primordia and encodes for an integral membrane 

protein that is required for activating the epidermal growth factor-receptor (Egf-r) 

pathway in vein (Bieh et al., 1990; Sturtevant et al., 1996; Guichard et al., 1999). Greatly 

reduced rho expression in the wing discs of flies that are homozygous for loss-of-

function rho(ve) allele resulted in truncation of all longitudinal veins (Sturtevant et al., 

1993).  It has been proven that organizing genes such as kni/knrl and ab function 

upstream of rho:  mutation in any of these loci leads to the localized loss of rho and 

erases the corresponding vein without affecting other vein formations. For instance, in 

ab
1
 mutant wing discs, reduction in ab expression is seen together with loss of rho 

activation in L5 primordium and distal truncation of only L5 vein (Cook et al., 2004). 

Similarly, in ri
1
 mutants, 252 bp deletion in the enhancer element of kni/knrl locus 
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impedes expressions of kni/knrl and rho as well as the complete formation of L2 vein 

(Lunde et al., 2002). Based on these findings, I expected that reintroduction of kni in ri
1
 

mutants would bring back the expression of rho and restore L2 vein.  

As it was anticipated, when E-kni construct successfully drove intense expression 

of kni in cells corresponding to L2 primordium of E-kni40; ri
1
/ri

1
 transgenic flies, it 

directed the localized activation of rho and rescued L2 vein. A noteworthy observation 

was that kni was also expressed in cells corresponding to the margin at L2 location and in 

cells in the extreme posterior area of wing discs of flies carrying E-kni construct 

Additionally, the same phenomenon was also observed in flies expressing E-ab construct: 

ab expression outspreaded to the margin in L2 primordium and was extended from L5 

primordium to the posterior region of the wing disc. A possible explanation for this 

occurrence is that the minimal 4.8 kb L2 enhancer element cloned in the designed 

constructs lacked some regions of its repressing domain. It has been previously reported 

that truncation of the minimal L2 enhancer to a 0.69 kb fragment led to ectopic reporter 

gene expression in the extreme anterior and posterior regions of the wing discs (Lunde et 

al., 2002). I speculated that as a result of additional kni expression in the posterior region 

coincide with L5 primordium, rho expression pattern in L5 position was extended 

laterally and gave rise to thickened L5 vein and extra vein patches attached to it. This 

speculation was made based on documented research result that mis-expression of rho 

induced formation of ectopic veins (Sturtevant et al., 1993; Noll et al., 1994)  

In a study of Lunde et al., 1998, the importance of rho in vein induction was 

emphasized even more when its expression was discovered to bypass the requirement of 

organizing gene, kni, in ri
1
 mutants.  L2 vein was rescued beautifully with a correct 
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phenotype in the L2-GAL4>UAS-rho, ri
1
/ri

1
 flies. As such, it was a surprise to see a 

broad and robust expression of rho in both L2 primordium and wing disc extreme 

posterior region (that include L5 primordium) of E-ab fly lines, whose wings have 

missing L2 and L5 veins. This pattern of rho activation was instigated by the presence of 

ectopic organizing gene, ab together with endogenous kni in E-ab5, E-ab19, E-ab20 fly 

lines or without kni in E-ab20, ri
1
/ri

1
 fly lines. I initially hypothesized that the wing 

deformation of E-ab5, E-ab19, and E-ab20 flies were caused by the interference of 

ectopic ab with kni expression and functions. This hypothesis was based on the report of  

Lunde et al., (2002) that mis-expression of non-L2 vein genes in L2 primordium of wild 

type flies alters L2 development. However, staining analysis of these flies’ wing discs 

revealed normal expression pattern of both kni and its downstream target gene bs. 

Additionally, E-ab20; ri
1
/ri

1
 flies lack kni expression in L2 primordium, yet they 

exhibited the same wing deformation. This result supported me to confirm that the 

existence of ab did not affect kni expression and possibly kni functions, yet it puzzled me 

about the mechanism of how tissue-specific misexpression of ab erased L2 and L5 veins. 

It was noticed that in flies with E-ab construct, the expression of rho in L3 and L4 

veins were normal consistent with the preservation of L3 and L4 veins. Perhaps, intense 

expression of ab in L2 and L5 primordia activated excessive dosage of rho in these two 

locations, and this in turn attributed to the disruption of wing phenotypes. As such, in 

future experiments, reduction of ectopic ab expression and consequently reduction of rho 

level is necessary to verify this hypothesis. 

To further study how ab changed the genetic program of L2 primordium and 

elucidate the reasons why it disrupted wing phenotypes, I performed immuno-
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histochemical staining using antibodies against proteins of intervein gene blister (bs) in 

flies expressing E-kni or E-ab construct. bs encodes the Drosophila homologue of the 

Serum Response Factor (DSRF) that is essential for intervein development (Fristrom et 

al., 1994; Montagne et al., 1996). As previously mentioned, both kni and ab are capable 

to repress the expression of intervein gene, bs. However, the difference in kni and ab 

organizing activities lay on the degree of this repression: bs downregulation is weakest in 

L2 primordium and strongest in L5 primordium. In this study, I found that introduction of 

kni by E-kni construct into ri
1
 mutants re-established the downregulation of bs in L2 

primordium similarly to that seen in wild type. More importantly, I discovered that 

ectopic ab was able to repress bs expression in ri
1
 L2 primordium in its characteristic 

fashion. This repression of bs in L2 primordium strongly resembled the pattern observed 

in L5 primordium. 

Cumulatively, these results implied that when ab was expressed ectopically in L2 

primordium of ri
1
 mutants, it still performed as vein organizing gene and activated part of 

L5 specific genetic programs including powerful induction of rho expression and intense 

inhibition of bs expression. It is worth noting, however, that these two activities of ab are 

alike to kni activities in principle; therefore they were probably supported by unknown 

extrinsic factors in L2 primordium.  

In order to find other reasons why flies expressing E-ab construct manifested 

disrupted wing phenotypes, I examined the expression of Delta (Dl), which is expressed 

in all longitudinal veins except L2  (Sturtevant et al., 1995). Dl encodes a ligand for the 

Notch receptor, which mediates lateral inhibitory interactions among cells in vein 

competent domains during pupal development (reviewed by Muskavitch, 1994; Campos-
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Ortega, 1995, Shellenbarger et al., 1978, Kooh et al., 1993). According to the study by 

Cook et al., in 2004, ubiquitous expression of ab in the wing disc suppressed all vein 

development, and their explanation for this vein-erasing phenotype was ab controlled the 

expression of a lateral inhibitory signal such as Dl. Indeed, in their study, small ab flip 

out clones autonomously expressed Dl. Based on these reports, I questioned the 

possibility that ab induced novel expression of Dl in L2 primordium and a higher than 

normal level of Dl in L5 primordium that led to removal of both L2 and L5 veins in E-ab 

flies. However, staining analysis revealed the absence of Dl in L2 cells and a normal 

level of Dl in L5 cells of E-ab third-instar wing discs. Thus, this possibility was refuted. 

On the other hand, staining result disclosed unconventional repression of Dl coincided 

with expression of ab in cells competent to form margin at L2 region. This phenomenon 

suggested a new possibility that instead of activate Dl expression, ab suppressed Dl 

expression at new location. Further experiments are required to verify this possibility. For 

now, this phenomenon seemed to only explain for the emergence of a notch in the margin 

of E-ab flies.  

Overall, results from my study draw our attention to two points. First, 

introduction of L2 organizing gene, kni, into L2 primordium of ri
1
 mutants was sufficient 

to activate the correct L2-specific genetic program such as expressing vein gene, rho, and 

excluding the expression of intervein gene bs. This was consistent with documented 

findings that kni and its neighboring homolog, knirps-related (knrl) have overlapping 

functions; when both kni/knrl expression were lost in ri
1
 L2 primordium,  driving 

expression of either kni or knrl gene was adequate to rescue ri
1
 vein loss phenotype 

(Lunde et al., 2002). One arising question was whether expression of either kni or knrl 
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gene can activate the other one. This can be further tested by in situ hybridization for knrl 

in L2 primordium of E-ab20, ri
1
/ri

1
 flies and by repeating this study with E-knrl 

construct.  

Secondly, when L5 organizing gene, ab, was ectopically expressed in L2 

primordium of wild type flies, it did not affect the expression of endogenous kni. When it 

was expressed in L2 primordium of ri
1
 mutants, it activated part of L5 specific genetic 

program, which resemble L2 program in principle, such as induction of rho and 

repression of bs. On the other hand, it did not activate part of L5 genetic program that 

was completely new to L2 primordial cells such as expression of Dl. The incomplete 

activation of L5 program could be one of the reason for ab inability to rescue L2 vein of 

ri
1
mutants. To elaborate on this possibility, further staining analysis for the expression of 

genes normally expressed in L5 primordium such as argos (aos), aura (ara), and 

caupolican (caup) is necessary.  
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Materials and Methods 

 

 

 

 

Generating E-kni and E-ab constructs  

 

The coding sequence of kni and ab were obtained from Drosophila Genomic 

Resources center (DGRC). These clones were amplified in DH5α bacterial cells and 

subsequently purified by mini-prep. PCR primers containing for Age I and Spe I 

restriction sites were designed so that PCR could be performed to amplify the clones. 2 

separate PCR products were used in subsequent TOPO cloning, purification with midi-

prep, and sequencing. After the accuracy of kni and ab clones were confirmed, they were 

cut out of TOPO vector and cloned into pHStinger vector after L2 enhancer. Generated 

constructs were amplified, and each of them was injected into white- fly embryos. 

 

Construction of Drosophila stocks containing E-kni or E-ab constructs  

E-kni or E-ab construct was injected into approximately 200 white- Drosophila 

embryos, using standard microinjection techniques (Rubin and Spradling, 1982). In brief, 

E-kni or E-ab construct was mixed with ∆2-3 DNA (coding the P-element transposae 

necessary for insertion of P-element-based transgenes) and injected into early white- 

embryos. The flies from these injections were crossed with white- flies and transformants 

were identified by their yellow or orange eye color (Rubin and Spradling, 1982). 

Balanced stocks containing E-kni or E-ab construct were then generated using flies 

carrying single or double balancers and ri
1
/ri

1
 mutants. 
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Immunostaining  

Immunohistochemical staining was performed using the following antibodies: 

Guinea pig anti-Kni (kindly provided by D. Kosman), mouse anti-Delta (kindly provided 

by M. Muskavitch), mouse anti-DSRF (kindly provided by M. Affolter), and rabbit anti-

Ab (kindly provided by Dr. Cook). Fluorescent detection using secondary Alexa Flour 

488, 555, and 647 conjugated antibodies (Molecular Probes) was visualized using a Leica 

scanning confocal microscope. 

 

In situ hybridization to whole-mount larval wing discs  

 In situ hybridization using digoxigenin-labeled antisense rho RNA probes was 

performed alone (O’Neill and Bier, 1994).  

 

Mounting  fly wings 

Wings from adult flies were dissected in ethanol and mounted in 50% Canada 

Balsam (Aldrich #28, 292-8), 50% methylsalicilate, as described by Ashburner 

(Ashburner, 1989) 
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